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a study of spring &
collection namesake





spring closes her eyes, half-way a half demise
of sight
just enough for
the optics of illusions to sink through
to the heavy edge of a wave of thought

no telling of a lover in a later night bed
alone & where their fingers wander…

it is our slumber that we awaken fully, running through
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our dreams
like the exhaustion would
soothe thee, roots reaching down from sole to crown
the soft earth I am made of slows me
from falling, absorbs the
callings from distraction
to wander in the forests of willow & rowan;
protected sacred properties
of psychic partitions
places with paths of
disillusionment… 

                                                   where we lose our way

                            and find our meaning…

unfolding before me in tender petalled synchronicity 
this is spring, I hold her near to me
on a softened breast, I cup her neck
and wonder who would ever dare pull her from the garden.
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I oil the remains for the sacrificial rains
that cleanse the lands before me
the poppies purr on sandy hills
their lore tells them they may

never bloom.

their seeds speak of the sacred
now mostly sinful

the winds carry the stories
of the never not spoken

as a reminder that
every peace 

was once
betrayal
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so darkness loops its noose around us, forgetting we don’t know ourselves 
enough - to take the shape we showed up in, so from our necks we can’t be 
wrung.

though they hang us still from the boughs here
like strings of light
a beacon that hope remains 

as lights of the inner reach across the land; like the ache of awakening 
is enough to ignite a spread of wild fire,

but much more fertile
for the touch of her is where we split open,
the residue of becoming
the youth everlasting.
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our concept of forever, tainted by the idea
that we  weather - time is linear so

that everything that happens through it
can be crooked

but forever is just forward, just onward +
onward, just another mountain climb in december,

another valley in the summer
as the cycles continue, 

the seasons we preview show more diligence with their timelines 
the duty of the land forgotten.

resurrections of perfection without stagnating beauty standards
the wild within her nature not

enough to diffuse the curled lip at
those who don’t worship the moon

and her god.
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to sit softly in the folds of an open window to the “other” world is to 
sit in waiting for her. She shows up silently, with a horned grown spring 
from her head, with curves of river beneath beds of quivered growth, where 
feathers get caught in fields of thought, full of pigmented pieces like 
eyes before jesus - who is really just a symbolism for the magician a 
divine masculine approach to encroaching upon her gaze like she does my 
desire. Oh how I admire the way she calls my name, without the ring of 
insane to taint how  I feel when my conscious instinct follows unconscious 
action this back hand of my palm catches moonlight as I fight away any-
thing that isn’t loving her. She comes knocking on black nights, when my 
dreams don’t treat me right & she lets me write sorrow into her invisible 
skin
so I can see her again
before it all becomes too bright to look at

it is in the gayeties of harmony, a resolution that 
brings me to my knees as I cry a release 
that shatters the lineage of ghosts I’ve been
it is without resolve I have battled myself &
the kin of my hands. I acquire to be held by
the chains of my past may the poisoned 
cups spill. may the priestess reign
without mask.
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read the signs, the symbols, the saints. write new words where morals were 
faint. the biography of time leaves much to be desired; so many stories 
started, ones the stars are still sorting. there is no good or evil or mined 
or saved. In life we all belong to the secret third space. In dream, in 
wisdom we train this state; it is here we find the gates so grown over, the 
roses thorned armour that ask we sacrifice our skin. To shed blue blood - we 
must hold our breath to passover into a realm of the folds of the deep night. 
a horned crowned queen, a peach fish song, a longing for the sleeping soft-
ness of spring gardens at dawn. With bare feet on sandy sidewalks, scissors 
in my back pocket + a flower from each garden. all that nature calls forth 
- my nature, that of the flora. that of the gut; the knowing, the knifing, 
the sacrificing of suburban living amongst boarded beach, a shoreline of at-
traction can’t surface a reaction when all the seeds they sow are feign. but 
the mimicry is equalized as the fog descends for my disguise, it is these 
misty mornings with myself that I long for softly. I hum a hymn to the winds, 
she thanks me for my sins & their handmade origins as I take the songs of 
her becoming back to bloom in my own tomb of awakening. the moon still 
smiles, she never falters to be who she is bound to be, yet show up any way 
she pleases. Her different moods transmuted in the blues she sheds upon the 
lake. I hear her speak to the river that keeps her reflecting in the water 

of eternal wisdom
The trees creak their agreement

the grass grows greener
the ivy starts its creep up the walls,
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I ache for her to hold me,
like the current she sways me
sweetly into shaded shores.
where buried treasures sleep
forever unless you can sing
them to lure. she lulls
me slowly deeper into exploring
the woods with her golden
light on bare trails. treading softly between grasses sweeping
their tendrils like combs through
the breeze - hoping that the secrets
of the bees will imbue them with the
love to grow taller. the trees wave
to me their familial hello; the 
same as farewell where I come from. 
they know what I mean when
I breath deeply, & exhale the
language of the stars. they 
see what I need when the bottoms
of my feet stand still on the 
roof of their underground world.
she asks me to dance in the
privacy of her lands and I
let her lead me through meadows- their sweet scent shaken from 
them as we arouse memory
to imprint this time for us
spring loves me, spring leaves me
but she never leads me astray. wherever she leaves me is wherever I stay. 
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an eyelash falls to my cheek as I think of all the wishes I’ve made. the 
dreamy disposition to the world in which we live in, a reminder that most 
things come true. The findings of our hearts are tearing us apart as we 
stop waking to the moon in our chambers. it is without cause that we turn 
our gaze to the means of destruction instead. we fill our heads with pre-
dictions of fear, because we have been told what has been shackled is 
shamed. the wild within us is dying without us.

I dedicate myself to being born again.

I gaze at the third space with my secret eyes.

the curtains of beyond stir as they find my current.

to release desire is not to tame the fire, it is simply the strength to 
trust it. scorching the land of what has been + what it may welcome with 
the newly fertile. still the wheel spins, still the gods grin in their 
corners of alchemy and roses.
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the weight of sound makes its imprints in clouds, in the patterns my breath 
blows through incense smoke as I live in a box of meditation. my rituals of 
patience, my burning candles yearning for a match on both ends but I know 
so many things have too many beginnings & only one end. it is a twisted fate 
to keep gold grapes dangling in the mirror, calling you nearer the worth of 
yourself. we will go any direction to prove we were right when we awoke that 
first night at 3:33am. it is no surprise to any witches eyes that we must 
lose our hands to get a good grip on the world.

the devil walks us in, to the womb our wantings sit and asks us if we need 
a drink in the waiting room. 

the curtained mazed of psyche ever changing as indigo reigns over the co-
lours we tint our yearnings with. as I sit and wait, as I know she’s never 
late, the dawn of a new time to cherish.

still I wonder if she will appear, if she will meet me here, amidst the 
folds of velvet & night. I can feel her warm skin as I privately wish that 
this is the time she undresses me.

time is a living being that tells us when to speak, when to act, when to 
break, when to peace. the what’s and who’s are of less concern, maybe this 
is why there are times lovers move swiftly through the linear dimension, it 
has not been mentioned that there is tension between my mind & my forehead 
that blinds me of my intentions. I might be guarded in different dimensions 
where I yearn to turn my attention but I seem  to always fall short of one 
brave breath to push me beyond the need to sit up straight, I come in run-
ning to my own awakening party just to lose my grip on this dimension of 
brightness. my desire to fight this only greater than everything but times 
good conscience. I am reminded of the willpower of my eyelids, as well as 
the third one. with her clandestine moments of listening, creating new his-
tory + patterns of unfolding.

it is another dream & she can see that I cannot embark when I want to. the 
progression has been a suffocating scene of melodrama attempts to leave. 
and as I’m screaming the script is reading that there are many things I 
cannot know. as I dissolve into subconscious fears I resolve to let go of 
needing control. I lose my hands, my wits end, another lash, and resistance 
to the worst.  I am graced to be guided forward. A horned spirit of lakes, 
of rivers that are faced and imprinted by the weight of lunar light. she 
guides me forth to quench my thirst + I am bound lovingly from grasping at 
time. my innocence walks in a different place, the journey of becoming 
still to be faced.
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I wake again to three squared a.m. and I can feel springs presence awake in 
me.

through chilled field I run to silvered beds of spun spider webs amidst the 
grass. deed glass droplets poised to remember the woman who shed her skins 
under the full mooned sky. her rippled skin is sticky with memories from the 
stars and their lives. now freckled skin, folded in to hide the secrets of 
time. a permanent alias to live in the secret third space between the mirror 
+ the 3d.
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still overnight I awaken to the flight of fingers between my thighs, I 
know that spring is nearing and that this ceaseless yearning is what keeps 

her coming to my side.
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